Challenges Recruiters Face Each Day

Stressed Out
		& Overworked?
In today's new labor market, recruiters are being challenged more than ever to maintain
adequate staffing levels on a limited budget with little to no resources. What can you do?

Enroll in LHC's Recruiter Academy Certified Recruiter Program!
YOUR CHALLENGES

OUR SOLUTIONS

Not enough time in the day. Juggling
multiple projects at the same.

The Perfect Week, A Perfect Daysm routine. Based on benchmarking
the world’s most successful personal achievement, time management
and planning gurus, we have created an organizational system for
recruiters with large requisition loads and multiple shifting priorities.

Managing unrealistic demands from
a hiring manager who wants the
perfect candidate found yesterday.
Wasting time with
unqualified applicants.
Finding qualified passive candidates
with no time to source.
Attracting qualified passive
candidates to your opportunity.
Managing unrealistic
requisition loads.
Determining the right assessment
questions to ask candidates.

Defusing counter offers.
Efficiently searching the internet
for passive candidates when you
have very little time for sourcing.











A position intake session methodology and service level agreement
that will objectively define realistic expectations with your hiring
managers.
Proven strategies to reduce unqualified applicant flow while
improving the candidate experience.
15 low or no-cost ways to find passive candidates to fill your critical,
difficult-to-fill positions.
A methodology to create compelling market value proposition
statements to quickly build rapport with top talent.
A demand-based staffing optimization tool to identify the resources
needed throughout the entire recruitment supply chain process to
meet hiring demand.
A 5-step professional discussion methodology designed to build
candidate rapport, weed out unqualified candidates, assess top talent
and identify a candidate’s career motivators required to successfully
close top candidates.
A step-by-step process to identify “counter offer candidates” and
defuse them before it gets started.
Tactical, realistic sourcing strategies to search and find top talent
from LinkedIn, candidate databases, social networks, job aggregators,
etc.

Since 1998, we've worked with over 10,000 recruiters
from thousands of companies across the entire
United States, Canada, South America, Europe,
Asia and the Middle East, including some of the
most respected organizations in the world.

Click Here to Learn More

"Best recruiter
training I have ever
attended. It wasn't just
helpful hints — it was
an entirely proven,
quantified
process."
"Excellent system.
I got more out
of this than my
MBA program."

For the current program schedule, please contact:
info@leanhumancapital.com
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